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Energy is Everywhere: Establishing Energy 
Resilience Cities through IoE Technology
NextDrive Community Energy Management System
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Technology comes from humanity while civilization is built on energy development. 

Every time when an energy paradigm shifts, it opens up a completely new era. Similar to how coral and 
steam engines helped to power the Industrial Revolution, and how fuel and internal combustion engines 
promoted heavy industry development. In 2025, Taiwan is going to enter a world of sustainable energy. 
But before that, cities’ infrastructure and power grid must go through digital transformation to build 
a solid foundation for future technology development. 

NextDrive’s Community Energy Management System provides Home Area Network for energy 
management solutions, enabling energy to be visualized, controllable, predictable, and dispatchable. 
Through the help of IoE (Internet of Energy) technology, we create a distributed and resilient IoE 
platform that possesses response capabilities.

Blueprinting Value-Added Energy 
Industrial Development with Smart Cities

Profitability of Wholesale & REC 
(Renewable Energy Certificate) Intersect in 2021

In the past, solar energy growth relied on a great number of wholesale rewards 
provided by governments. However, with the increasing percentage of electricity 
generation from solar energy, there would be a day when energy subsidies are 
suspended. In a market mechanism, the solar energy scenario would eventually 
abolish wholesale mode and become the major electricity resource for self-
sufficient regional energy.

REC: 600K Demand v.s. 5K Supply

Besides the generated and utilized electricity, the REC (Renewable Energy 
Certificate) from electricity generation will also become an extended product 
in green energy markets. It supplies RE100 green energy goals for business 
development and realizes the vision of a new smart energy city that acquires 
“city development”, “sustainable energy” and “low-carbon economy”.

Citizens’ Participation, Sharing Green Energy

The excess generated energy from each community can be collected and 
provided to public facilities, EV (electric vehicle) parking lots, office buildings 
and shopping malls. It builds up a city-level “Energy as a Service” and offers fee 
refunds for citizens who share their electricity, creating a positive economic 
cycle of making the best of energy usage.

RE 100
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Energy 
Management 
System

Energy 
Management 
Device

Ecogenie assists users to record electricity bills in real time. It integrates solar 
energy, storage battery and other energy devices and visualizes users’ home 
energy consumption. Besides, Ecogenie provides both smart energy and smart 
home services such as remote control, scheduling air conditioners, water heaters, 
lighting fixtures and other appliances.

Ecogenie — Home Energy Management System App

Integrating all energy data, device information, and system records, we provide 
customers one-stop platform management services to help them focus and act 
on the issues and data.

IoE Suite — Energy Management System

Compared to smart meter electricity company’s FAN, NextDrive’s communication 
interface unit, Route B, can update electricity data in “seconds”. It can apply in 
HAN home energy network communication and be installed in smart meters 
with gateways to obtain immediate electricity information.

NextDrive’s gateway integrates various communication interfaces such as Wi-
Fi, Wi-SUN, BLE, ECHONET Lite, ensuring that power data is stored properly 
and safely, and is instantly transmitted to users’ mobile phone. Users can easily 
manipulate Cube through NextDrive’s app—Ecogenie to remotely control home 
appliances with their smartphones and realize a smart home.

Smart Energy / Data Gateway

Energy Data Services

Under Japan’s electricity deregulation, electricity 
data has started to apply considerable third-party 
business services. For instance, the “Electricity 
Information Bank” concept is to store and utilize 
users’ de-identified electricity data with their own 
permission and corresponding remuneration.

In the future when electricity companies combine 
both energy service providers and IoT operators, 
residents’ large-scale electrical devices such as 
water heaters, large air conditioners and batteries 
would be automatically regulated. Besides, residents 
would be refunded according to the reduction of 
electricity consumption. 

Our energy information platform would become 
a bridge that connects the entire energy ecosystem, 
builds up more resilient and diversified energy 
management. This is a win-win-win situation for 
“electricity company,” “energy service providers” 
and “energy consumers”. Updating our economy, 
society and cities, we are going to create an 
energy resilience city that benefits everyone.

NextDrive All-Round IoE Platform

Route B Communication Interface Unit

Energy Data, Return Power to the Society
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